Collaboration Group
Program
Overview

Introduction
In a world where more and more people are feeling unhappy or disconnected, even though we have more
communication mediums than ever before, there is a way we can change this. How often have you read about or
PERSONALLY felt lonely as a small to medium business owner?
Why is it that we have all these small businesses out there “fighting” so hard to keep afloat and make the money and time
desires come to reality? Why – because they are all trying to be islands and do it all themselves.
You only need to study successful people in any collective group of the globe:
Sport
Music
Art
Business
And you will notice a pattern …
The successful and happy people in each of these groups, build
SUPPORT teams around themselves that enhance what they want to
do and give them tips/advice/accountability on how to fast track
what they want to do.
This process in a nutshell is called “COLLABORATION”!
Collaboration has 2 definitions I think you will get and
understand in a context that suits:
1. The act of working with another or others on a joint project
2. Something created by working jointly with another or others
Imagine that!
Having a group of like-minded business owners working together to help each other achieve certain projects and
milestones in their own lives and businesses.
Knowing that someone else has your back or will have the answers you cannot find, because you are too emotionally
caught up in your business that you cannot see the wood from the trees.

The way YOU can achieve that is via

Collaboration Groups

What is the Collaboration Group Program?
You know when you attend an accounting conference of some sort and you get to the end of the day and go straight to
the bar. You share some small talk with other firm owners you roughly know or just met while having a few drinks, and
then after a couple of drinks, lips get looser and courage builds. All of a sudden you are asking questions you always
wanted to ask other firms and sharing things to your peers like ‘friends’. Well this is what we do for a full day each quarter
with other like-minded firms, without the “courage” drinks (well during the day anyway)
The formula I use that works in these groups is letting the members determine the content of the day predominantly.
Hence, you have the opportunity every quarter to ask the questions you want to ask other firm owners who understand
exactly what you are going through! You will also provide your perspective, experience and answers to the other
members ‘questions of need’. On top of this, I will bring some practical leadership and communication training that will
help the tactics and tools you are implementing with your team and clients, gain traction quicker and better!
You will be setting yourself targets for the quarter for YOUR
firm (as every member will) and your peers will be holding
you to account to make sure you follow through and do it.
For some people this causes some stress and worry that
they will not be able to fulfil the obligations, yet, you will not
be left alone between sessions. You will have a forum
(online platform) that only YOUR group can access; where
any questions, feedback or support you need can be
received (with a guarantee 48 hr business hours
turnaround).

"Before working with Trent our business was going
OK but we wanted a spark, we wanted growth, OK
wasn’t good enough. Trent is like my business
chiropractor, whenever I go off track he brings me
back in and aligns me to the path that I want to me
on”.
Tim – Director, SAGE Business Group, VIC

Also, we are going to provide a 1-hour check in call for all members (who have the time or desire) in between each group
live session, where you can ask me or the group any questions, gain direct feedback or gain support through offers of help.
It is important to not overload you with too much contact as you have a core business to run, yet it is important also to know
you are never alone going forward in building your business.
Oh, and by the way, we will be holding these day sessions at the firms of the members in your group! I have found this is a
really powerful way to connect with other firms when you can see (and then remember) where and how your peers work,
with the hosting member proud to share with you. Some of my current members have even shared and copied some
plans and sections of their offices, as it was a great idea and something the other members had never considered!!
This program is a culmination of test and measuring with my core 1 on 1
clients for the last 8 years, as well as a joint collaboration with 2 leaders of
other similar programs in NZ and Australia. Hence, this is NOT a pilot
program or something we are doing for the first time, you are actually
following the footsteps of some of the most successful firms in Australia and
NZ.

So why does a Collaboration Group program not work for some
businesses?
In a nutshell, their attitude or mindset. Here are the classic “reasons” I have heard over the years for why an amazing
opportunity like this will not work for them;
They are not willing to be honest with themselves, and hence with other members of the group, which
only leads to lack of connection and lack of trust (Fear of looking bad)
They consider what they know as theirs and do not want to share it with others in case, they gain a benefit
or are better than them (Scarcity mentality)
They feel that being away from the business for 1.5 days a quarter will
have the business struggle, will cause much stress within their team and
the clients could not survive without them for this period of time
(Enlarged ego mentality)
They are all talk and will not take action in what they commit to in the
group, as they are so busy working on their own business – hence the
“pressure’ would be too much (I am not good enough mentality)
They are not willing to invest in themselves, as their clients “wouldn’t pay
for it” so why should I (Low self-worth mentality)
Please note that while reading this, you would not think this is you, as these are very subtle, yet persuasive self-talk beliefs
penetrating most of us. It is only when a person’s passion is to change their current results or move towards their vision of a
firm, a firm that does compliance work easily and efficiently, yet mainly focuses on growing the client’s entities through
business development!

“After being in business for 25 years, the business was
tired and so were we. After our first initial meeting with
Trent we felt he was different to the rest and that has
proven to be true. He comes up with some great
practical solutions and teaches you how to run your
business more efficiently”.
Jeremy – Director, Avance Accountants, QLD

Which sort of firm is this program suitable for?
It is critical to note that it does NOT matter what size (revenue, profit, no of staff, years of experience, where you are located,
etc) YOUR firm is to be successful in this environment. It is not the physical elements that matter, it is the attitude or mindset
that you approach this program with.
In order to come up with the specific descriptors of the firms that really gain the MOST out of this investment of time and
money, I am describing the members within my 5-year-old Collaboration Group;
YOU really want to offer, or offer in a better way, Business Advisory services in a way that works practically on the street,
to serve your clients better and lift the value of the business faster
You are determined to change your firm right now and realise that no-one can do this on an island – this means your
focus will be on growing using people’s experience as opposed to using some “turn-key software” for example
You are open to change and willing to share/listen to other ways of doing things – this is critical to build TRUST and
why the other members will go out on a limb to help you
You realise there is so much work out there and plenty for everyone,
hence there is no real competition – this is called an abundance
mentality and helps drop any defences you might have
You understand the power of being held to account, even though it is
not comfortable at times – this is because you realise growth and
change happens with action and not just talk!
You follow the “no dickheads” rule, as clients, as team or as suppliers – this is because your time is precious and
you need to invest your time with great people, not ones with huge EGO’s that it is all about them
You are committed and READY to act – this is obvious!!

Different ways you can achieve this are …
There are various groups or
communities you can link to in a
community and different ways of doing
these events. The options are:

Face to face and in person
Face to face via an internet connection (on programs like Go to Meeting)
Combination of the in person and via internet
Meet monthly or meet quarterly or meet annually
Zero contact between meets
Some form of phone call or email support
On top of these ‘methods’ of achieving a Collaboration Group, you can also join
a collaboration group;
With businesses from other industries
With other accounting firms
With a marketing theme
With a selling theme

Our recommendation
Through our experience of being part of these groups and listening to our current member’s feedback, we believe the best
option is:
In person face to face 3-4 times per year (once a quarter), with social time a must
1-hour group support call (either phone, but Zoom is better so everyone can see each other) between group sessions
Open forum for all participants to communicate between themselves inbetween sessions
No more than 7 firms in 1 Collaboration Group
Focus on all 10 Hats of the business, not just marketing or technical
“Trent changed our focus and approach
operations or sales
with our clients, invoicing and debtors, we
The accounting firm model is based on relationships – with your clients,
cleared our $100,000 overdraft in
with your team and with your fellow directors. The quality of these will
12 months”.
always determine the profitability and ease of business. These
Michelle – Director, Metzke+Allen, VIC
relationships need time and regularity of time in order to gain experiences
together that build trust and confidence in each other.
We know and understand this to be an absolute fact, and as we have created this amongst our members,

things I did not think were possible amongst peers have happened!
Imagine being in a group where;

You needed another accountant in your team and it was taking a lot longer than you thought to recruit one (that you
liked and wanted), yet another firm gave you access to 1 or 2 of their accountants for 4 weeks to get you out of the jam (for
the basic costs of the accountant’s time with zero profit to the helping firm)
You were considering putting a particular software in place and 3 other firms have already done it and specifically
gave you the do’s and don’ts, as well as sent their No 1 expert to your office for a day to help “practically” train your team
(for free!!!!!!!!)
You realised you needed some better infrastructure in the form of systems (flow charts, how to’s and templates) to
strengthen a weaker department in your business, and another firm gave you theirs that they created from scratch and
have been using successfully (with many tweaks along the way) for over 18 months, because their department was weak
2 years ago.
Your client has asked you to do a “special project” for them which you have little experience in and you are not sure how to
do it efficiently and best (to save write off and not overcharge). Yet, you remember one of the members from your group
have done this a number of times and he mentors you through this.
You are having trouble with your team using the software you have spent a
fortune in implementing, yet your internal IT support is terrific. Another member
has IT issues which they need support on and they have an expert in the
software. So you swap for free.
You were going to hire a particular accountant and noticed that they used to
work with one of your member’s firms, so you called them directly and they told
you the “real” situation with the accountant, which saved you a lot of time and
money in hiring them
P.S. YES, they are all REAL, actually happened scenarios from my group!!

Uniqueness of this process
Your facilitator is very experienced with serving the accounting industry (solely) for 9 years, and understands all the
issues of operating a firm, so much that he now has ownership of an accounting firm in Melbourne (hence what we
share is not theoretical)
We have been doing this with other successful accounting firms for 8 years (and they would only be too happy to
boast, oops, I mean share their gold and experience from their group with you)
We only serve public practice accounting firms
We generate trust between members very quickly (based on and comparing to me being a part of 3 mastermind
groups in the past) which enables faster and better sharing, along with a truck load more fun and stronger
relationships between members

Benefits to you and your business
Specifically, I would say the valuable benefits to you and our
firm is;
To follow a structured accountable process to:
Bring your business plan to life
Gain confidence in yourself, your plans and the tools you
have at hand
Gain alignment with the team to create ownership and
accountability

Trent challenges my thinking by asking questions, prompting,
adjusting and looking at other methods whilst teaching me the
basic principles and fundamentals.
I am secure in knowing I am investing in myself and my future,
thanks to Trent whose ultimate objective is excelling and
building people to achieve their goals in the greatest capacity.
John R. Shepherd - Managing Director
Mainswest

Unlock cash by reducing WIP and Debtors
Build a network of fellow professionals that you can rely on and call/email when you need and know
they will prioritise you
Learn how to empower your senior team
Understand the principles of working with your clients in a different way
Get clients and intermediaries thinking differently about your firm

So you are probably asking
yourself right now, what we are
offering exactly. So here it is …

What you will RECEIVE in this program
Up to 6 other firms in Australia who will share their gold with you, will show their premise and way they work and be
there to support you in the “real” stuff you want to ask other firms (you know, what you begin to talk about after a few
drinks after a day of conference)
Expert guidance and facilitation every 90 days which includes hot seat opportunities, specific topics that the group
help YOU SPECIFICALLY each session and paradigm shifting leadership and communication training (plus a drinks
and dinner together as a group the night before each full day session)
1 x 1-hour GROUP check in call HALF way between GROUP days to provide any support, unblock any challenges
and answer any questions you have
Access to a private forum (e.g. Slack Group) where you can field questions 24/7 (with 48-hour business day
maximum response time), we will share documents together, we can access all files and video’s mentioned in the
group days and you can get feedback from other members between sessions
Supply of relevant templates, scripts, how to’s and flow
charts that have been created and PRACTICALLY used
by my 1 on 1, very successful accounting firm clients
Quarterly recommendations of a number of success
resources used by the BEST accounting firms, including
podcasts, books (audio and hard copy), software and
apps
Access to weekly 4-5 min video trainings' that will
continually give you distinctions and lessons on how to
make you and your business more cash rich and happy

“The very extensive yet practical content and systems
provided by Trent, together with his forthright and easy to
understand delivery style, ensure that we remain true to
our goals.
I would recommend that any one requiring increased
focus and accountability in their business, with a genuine
level of care, should seriously consider talking to Trent”.
Michael - Director, McMahon Osborne Group, VIC

Investment

The investment to be a member of a group is either:
Monthly = $750 + GST p/mth (for a minimum of 12 months)
OR
Upfront = $8,000 + GST p/a

Interested
Book a time in with Trent via his Business Manager, Lisa Hennessey
on lisa@teachitforward.com.au to determine if this opportunity is right for
you, have your questions answered and ensure the investment is suitable
for your current position.

